A 77-year-old man with a 3-cm slightly elevated, nongranular type, laterally spreading tumor (LST-NG 0-IIa) of the sigmoid colon was referred to our institute for endoscopic resection (Fig. 1). Piecemeal underwater endoscopic mucosal resection (UEMR) was carried out with a high definition narrow band endoscope (CF-H190L; Olympus Europa SE, Hamburg, Germany). After UEMR, the margins were ablated using argon plasma coagulation. Histology revealed an adenomatous polyp with high grade dysplasia and free deep resection margins. Because of the patient’s need to resume antiplatelet therapy with clopidogrel, prophylactic closure of the resection site was carried out.

After water infusion, the resection borders “floated,” and there was a significant reduction in the size of the resection defect (Video 1). Opened biopsy forceps (Radial Jaw 4; Boston Scientific Corp, Natick, Massachusetts, USA), which were placed over the post-polypectomy ulcer before and after water infusion, clearly confirmed that there was a reduction in the size of the resection defect (Fig. 2). In view of the downsizing, the underwater closure technique was applied. By “floating” the mucosa and submucosa away from the deeper muscularis layer [1], underwater closure allowed an easier apposition of the resection borders with complete closure of the resection defect using only two endoclips (Instinct clip; Cook

---

**Fig. 1** Endoscopic images showing a laterally spreading tumor in the sigmoid colon of a 77-year-old man as seen: a under high definition white light; b with narrow band imaging; and c underwater.

**Fig. 2** Endoscopic images of the laterally spreading tumor comparing the resection ulcer size with the help of an opened biopsy forceps (9 mm): a before water infusion; b after water infusion.

**Fig. 3** Endoscopic views of the underwater closure technique.

**Video 1**

*Downsizing the target: the underwater closure technique. After piecemeal underwater endoscopic mucosal resection of a laterally spreading tumor in the sigmoid colon, the size of the resection defect was seen to be reduced following water infusion, and the defect was closed using an underwater technique.*
Medical, Winston-Salem, North Carolina, USA) (Fig. 3).

No large prospective randomized trials have assessed clip strategy, so it is unclear how effective a strategy of clip placement would be in preventing post-polypectomy bleeding [2]. The results from a recent retrospective study suggested that colonoscopists might want to consider prophylactic clip closure in cases they consider to be high risk, including those involving larger defects, large defects in the proximal colon, and larger defects in patients requiring re-anticoagulation or the use of anti-platelet agents such as clopidogrel [3]. Although this report does not provide any new information about the value of prophylactic clip placement, it shows how underwater closure may represent a new method of downsizing and “clip-saving.” This could help the endoscopist when a defect closure with border apposition is needed.
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